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Addressing first derivative discontinuities in orbital-optimized
opposite-spin scaled second-order perturbation theory with
regularization

Rostam M. Razban,a) David Stück, and Martin Head-Gordon
Department of Chemistry, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720

(Dated: 5 January 2017)

Orbital-optimized opposite-spin scaled second-order perturbation theory (O2) generates a
single reference wave function composed of approximate Brueckner orbitals with fourth or-
der computational scaling. While O2 provides significantly improved treatment of radicals
by reducing spin contamination, it has been shown to suffer from first derivative discontinu-
ities for bond stretching near the unrestriction point. That qualitative failure is resolved in
this work by the implementation of regularized O2, which includes a regularization param-
eter in the denominator of its second order term. The value of the regularization parameter
is semi-empirically chosen to qualitatively describe bond stretching energetics of hydrogen,
ethane, and ethene, while also considering the effect of the regularization parameter on
thermochemical errors for the well-known Gaussian-2 (G2) test set. The generality of the
empirical scaling and semi-empirical regularization parameter is studied by application to
the 3dMLBE20, DBH24, RSE43 and W4-11 test sets. We demonstrate that accuracy of
O2 is roughly maintained and sometimes even improved by regularization, with root mean
squares of regularized O2 between factors of 1.6 and 0.8 from corresponding root mean
squares of O2.

I. INTRODUCTION

Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation theory1,
henceforth referred to as PT, is a powerful
tool in electronic structure theory to account
for correlation energy. Second order Møller-
Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) is second or-
der PT performed on converged Hartree-Fock
(HF) orbitals2. Its accuracy is dependent on
the accuracy of the ground state wave function,
gauged by whether it is an eigenvalue of the
spin squared operator3. MP2 performs poorly
for radicals and radical complexes4–7 because
unrestricted Hartree-Fock orbitals are notorious
for spin contamination.

An alternative method involves applying
PT on approximate Brueckner orbitals (BOs),
which are well-known to generate ground state

a)Currently at the Department of Chemistry and Chem-
ical Biology, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138

wave functions that are much closer to spin
pure8,9. BOs are defined as a set of orbitals
whose ground state wave function maximally
overlaps with the full configuration interaction
wave function or equivalently, whose single exci-
tations in the full configuration interaction wave
function is zero10. For approximate BO meth-
ods which include up to a limited order of exci-
tations, the two aforementioned definitions lead
to two different methods, projective and varia-
tional, respectively11.

Orbital-optimized (OO) opposite-spin scaled
second-order perturbation theory (O2) is an ap-
proximate variational BO (VBO) method which
includes up to double excitations, with the
ground state energy at each iteration being
the sum of the mean-field reference energy and
opposite-spin scaled second-order PT energy
terms. Within each iteration, the O2 energy
is minimized with respect to orbital rotations
whilst enforcing the condition that single ex-
citations are zero12. The reason for discard-
ing the same-spin energy term and scaling the
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opposite-spin second-order PT energy term to
compensate is that with careful implementa-
tion, O2 scales only as O(N4)12–14. Indeed O2
was shown to yield ground state wave functions
for open shell systems with far less spin con-
tamination than UMP2, resulting in improved
molecular properties12,15. Opposite spin meth-
ods have been successfully extended to yield
O(N4) scaling methods for excited states as
well16–18. Additionally there has been consid-
erable effort to develop OOMP2 itself19–22, and
OO methods based on higher order perturba-
tion theory23–26. There is also interest in the
use of orbital optimization in conjunction with
the second order perturbation theory contribu-
tion to rung 5 density functionals27,28.

Another reason to prefer use of VBOs over
Hartree-Fock orbitals is that MP2 theory does
not transition smoothly from spin-restricted
orbitals to spin unrestricted orbitals29. As
a chemical bond is stretched through the
Coulson-Fischer point30, the HF orbitals un-
dergo a spin polarization transition from RHF
to UHF. While the RMP2 and UMP2 energies
are continuous, the first derivative is different
on either side of the Coulson-Fischer point, re-
sulting in a kink in the MP2 potential energy
surface31, and a discontinuity in the first deriva-
tive (the nuclear force). This qualitative fail-
ure also presents itself in another way, which is
that the MP2 relaxed one-particle density ma-
trix is not N-representable in the vicinity of the
Coulson-Fischer point29. By contrast, the HF
energy is continuous through first derivatives as
a result of the Hellman-Feynman theorem for
variationally optimized wavefunctions, and of
course there is no N-representability issue. In
principle, by restoring a Hellman-Feynman the-
orem, the use of VBOs with MP2 either as O2
or orbital-optimized MP2 (OOMP2) should re-
store first derivative continuity on the poten-
tial energy surface, and N-representability, as
was demonstrated for the H2 potential energy
curve29.

Efficient analytical derivatives with respect
to nuclear coordinates are available for O2 (4th

order scaling14,15), as well as OOMP2 (5th or-
der scaling32,33). In practice, surprisingly, O2

and OOMP2 often do not give potential en-
ergy surfaces that are continuous through first
derivatives. The reason is that the Coulson-
Fischer point that is anticipated along a bond-
stretch coordinate often does not in fact ap-
pear. Sharada et al.34, with the development
of a novel stability analysis procedure, demon-
strated that for OOMP2, the restricted solution
remains stable with respect to unrestricted so-
lutions at all values of the bond length. This
means that the transition from the restricted so-
lution (ROOMP2) being lower in energy to the
unrestricted solution UOOMP2) occurs with a
discontinuous jump in the orbitals, from one
stable solution to the other as the energy or-
dering changes. Therefore restricted and unre-
stricted orbitals do not coalesce at the energy
cross-over point and as a direct consequence,
first derivative discontinuities are present34.
Similar observations were made in the context
of active space orbital optimized methods35,36,
though the underlying explanation was differ-
ent.

To make the restricted solution unstable
with respect to the unrestricted solution at a
Coulson-Fischer point, Sharada et al regular-
ized the OOMP2 method, by introducing a level
shift parameter into the orbital energy differ-
ence that makes the denominator of the sec-
ond order energy34. Regularized OOMP2 was
originally implemented to make OOMP2 ro-
bust to divergences due to highest occupied and
lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals becoming
degenerate37. In the context of bond stretch-
ing, the semi-empirical regularization parame-
ter rebalances restricted and unrestricted solu-
tions to transform the topology of the orbital
Hilbert space to be qualitatively correct. The
regularization parameter is semi-empirical be-
cause one can think of it as a crude way to
correct OO-MP2 so as to be closer to its par-
ent theory, OOCCD (sometimes shortened to
OD)11. A regularization parameter of 0.4 Eh

for regularized OOMP2 correctly describes the
energetics of the hydrogen molecule dissociating
into two hydrogen atoms in the cc-pVDZ basis
set34, in the sense that ROOMP2 becomes un-
stable with respect to UOOMP2 at a Coulson-
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Fischer point.
The purpose of this work is to regularize the

O2 model so that first order properties have
continuous first derivatives. A simple level
shift is an effective choice because the desirable
fourth order computational scaling of O2 will
be maintained. After briefly reviewing the for-
mulation of the O2 method, the roadmap for
developing regularized O2 is as follows:

A Semi-empirically choose the regulariza-
tion parameter (δ) by considering the en-
ergetics of hydrogen, ethane, ethene and
ethyne bond stretching.

B Empirically fit the scaling parameter
(cOS) alongside the chosen δ to the G2
test set to generate the empirical scaling
and semi-empirical regularization param-
eter combination (cOS , δ).

C Apply regularized O2 (δ-O2) to thermo-
chemistry test sets and compare results to
fit O2.

II. THEORY

Two-electron integrals, (pq|rs), are written in
so-called chemist’s notation, where the first two
indexes are functions of electron 1, and the last
two are functions of electron 2. Indices i, j, ...
refer to occupied molecular orbitals; a, b, ... re-
fer to virtual molecular orbitals; p, q, .. refer to
occupied and virtual molecular orbitals; K,L, ...
refer to auxiliary basis functions. εi refers to the
energy of molecular orbital i. And wτ refers to
the weight corresponding to a Laplace quadra-
ture point τ .

1. O2 energy

The O2 energy is a post-HF quantity defined
as follows:

EO2 = Eref + cOSEOS (1)

Eref is the mean-field reference energy. cOS is
the scaling parameter and from a previous fit-
ting procedure determined to be 1.212. EOS ap-
proximates the exact opposite-spin second order
PT term, EOS-PT2.

EOS-PT2 = −
α∑
ia

β∑
jb

(ia|jb)2

(εa − εi) + (εb − εj)
(2)

Having α as the limit of the sum corresponds
to a sum over all α-spin electrons, likewise for
β. Conventional evaluation of Eq. 2 by integral
transformation scales as O(N5), just like MP2
theory.

By employing auxiliary basis functions to
evaluate 2-electron integrals38 and eliminat-
ing the energy denominator with a Laplace
transform39, EOS

13 approximates EOS-PT2.

EOS = −
Nτ∑
τ

wτ
∑
KL

τXα
KL

τXβ
KL (3)

where

τXα
KL =

α∑
ia

BKiaB
L
ia(τξai )

2
(4)

BKia =
∑
M

(ia|M)(M |K)
−1/2

(5)

τξai = exp[(εi − εa)tτ/2] (6)

As is evident from Eqs. 4 and 5, no step in the
O2 implementation scales worse than O(N4),
one power smaller than MP2 or OOMP2. For
further details, the reader is referred to Refer-
ences 12 and 14.

2. Regularized O2 energy

By simply adding a level shift or regular-
ization parameter to the denominator (rather
akin to energy-shifted perturbation theory40),
the opposite-spin second order PT term is

Eδ-OS-PT2 = −
α∑
ia

β∑
jb

(ia|jb)2

(εa − εi) + (εb − εj) + δ

(7)
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For efficient O(N4) evaluation of Eδ-OS-PT2, the
corresponding equations for EOS hold except
that Equation 6 is altered by the level shift:

τξai = exp[(εi − εa − δ/2)tτ/2] (8)

By adding a parameter to the exponent of
the exponential, ξ is the only term that di-
rectly changes from the implementation of O2
for the implementation of δ-O2. Desirable for-
mal properties of the O2 method, including
size-consistency (i.e. additive energies for non-
interacting systems) and orbital invariance to
occupied-occupied and virtual-virtual rotations,
are readily shown to be unaffected by regular-
ization.

III. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

Regularized O2 is implemented within a de-
velopment version of Q-Chem 4.241. Single
point energy and stability analysis calculations
are performed with an integral threshold of
10−14 and convergence of 10−7 and 10−5, re-
spectively. For all O2 and δ-O2 calculations,
converged and stable Hartree-Fock orbitals are
used as initial orbitals and geometric direct
minimization42, as the optimization procedure.
Bond stretching energetics of hydrogen, ethane,
ethene and ethyne are studied in the aug-cc-
pVTZ basis set. As summarized in Table I, the
molecules that comprise the test sets are main
group elements, with energetics calculated in
the cc-pVQZ basis set. The lone exception is
the 3dMLBE20 test set43, which is composed
of first row, diatomic organometallics with en-
ergetics calculated in the cc-pVTZ basis. Ta-
ble I highlights the reaction types and respec-
tive number of reactions. All test sets involve
molecules deemed not to be of multi-reference
character.

Henceforth, the W4-11 label preceding each
test set in the W4-11 collection of test sets shall
be omitted for simplicity. In all tables and
graphs for which it appears, the G2 test set is
in bold to highlight that it is the fitting test set.

TABLE I. Test sets to which O2 and δ-O2 are
applied with reaction types and in brackets, to-
tal number of reactions involving only non-multi-
reference molecules. In bold is the fitting test set.

Test set Reaction type [total reactions]
G2 atomization energy [146]44

3dMLBE20 metal-ligand binding [13]43

DBH24 diverse barrier height [24]45

RSE43 radical stabilization [43]19

W4-11 BDE99 bond dissociation [83]46

W4-11 HAT707 hydrogen-atom transfer [505]46

W4-11 ISOM20 isomerization [18]46

W4-11 SN13 nucleophilic substitution [13]46

W4-11 TAE140 atomization energy [124]46

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Choosing δ by studying hydrogen, ethane,
ethene and ethyne bond stretching energetics

For restricted and unrestricted orbitals to co-
alesce at the unrestriction point, restricted so-
lutions must be saddle points with respect to
unrestricted solutions or equivalently, its Hes-
sian must have a negative eigenvalue in the sub-
space of unrestricted solutions. Then, energies
as a function of bond distance have a contin-
uous first derivative. Bond stretching energet-
ics are studied to find a regularization parame-
ter for which a two-fragment molecule smoothly
dissociates into separate single fragments. The
scaling parameter is roughly increased as the
regularization parameter is increased to ensure
differences in correlation energies between unre-
stricted and restricted solutions are captured by
stability analysis. For this subsection, its exact
value is unimportant as it only quantitatively
affects results.

The bond stretching energetics near the unre-
striction point of hydrogen, ethane, ethene and
ethyne for O2 and δ-O2, where δ equals the min-
imum regularization parameter to the 0.1 Eh

which demonstrates qualitative accuracy, are il-
lustrated in Figure 1. Beyond the unrestriction
point, the smallest eigenvalue of the electronic
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FIG. 1. Bond stretching energetics near the unrestriction point of molecules under study for O2, top row
and corresponding δ-O2 with minimal δ that exhibits qualitatively correct behavior, bottom row, in the aug-
cc-pVTZ basis. Full lines refer to absolute energy, exact values not shown; points refer to lowest eigenvalues
of the electronic Hessian for internal stability analysis of unrestricted solutions (U-U) and external stability
analysis (R-U). In addition to the δ-UO2 energy as a function of distance appearing to the naked eye
as smooth, δ-RO2 exhibits lowest eigenvalues from external stability analysis less than zero beyond the
unrestriction point and monotonically decreasing. Note that the x-axis scales and the top and bottom row
y-axis scales among the graphs differ.
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Hessian for regularized restricted O2 (δ-RO2)
in δ-UO2 space becomes negative and internal
stability analysis for δ-UO2 yields continuous
eigenvalues, two features not present in O2. No-
tice that the unrestriction point for δ-O2 oc-
curs at a smaller bond distance than that of O2.
δ-O2 uncovers unrestricted solutions which are
not accessible by O2. Generally speaking, the
regularization parameter rebalances restricted
and unrestricted solutions such that their or-
bitals smoothly transition between each other
at the unrestriction point.

Minimum regularization parameters which
exhibit smooth bond stretching energetics for
hydrogen, ethane, ethene and ethyne are 0.8,
1.0, 1.1 and 2.1 Eh, respectively. Thus a regu-
larization parameter of 2.1 Eh qualitatively de-
scribes bond stretching for the four molecules
studied while 0.8 Eh only qualitatively describes
hydrogen. Although the parameter of 2.1 Eh

generates smooth orbitals for a larger subspace
of molecules, we proceed to fit the scaling pa-
rameter of δ-O2 for δ equal to 1.1 Eh. The rea-
son for this choice is that for regularization pa-
rameters as large as 2.1 Eh dramatically worsen
O2 accuracy on reaction energies (see below).
The regularization parameter acts on each elec-
tron pair; the scaling parameter, the sum of all
electron pairs. The ability of the scaling param-
eter to quantitatively correct for the regulariza-
tion parameter is thus limited. A regularization
parameter of 1.1 Eh ensures a correct physi-
cal description for many molecules with multi-
reference character and as will be seen, main-
tains quantitative accuracy of O2 by sacrific-
ing qualitative accuracy for molecules with very
strong multireference character, such as ethyne
bond stretching, which warrants the use of a
multi-reference method.

B. Fitting cOS to the G2 test set

By fitting cOS to atomization energies, the
goal is to generate a scaling parameter for reg-
ularized O2 that quantitatively describes radi-
cal complexes, the main reason for using O2, a
BO based method, rather than MP2, a Hartree-

Fock orbital based method. O2 was previously
fit to the G2 test set and the fitted scaling pa-
rameter was shown to be extensible to chemi-
cal properties besides energetics, such as bond
lengths and vibrational harmonic frequencies
of small organic radicals12. Although fitting
to the same test set, the fitting procedure in
this study differs. Reference values are from
theory44 rather than experiment47 and the scal-
ing parameter is fit by iteratively applying a lin-
ear least squares procedure. From Equation 1,
the linear least squares equation is derived as

∆cOS =
EREᵀ

OS (ERE
Ref −ERE

O2 )

(EREᵀ
OS ERE

OS )
(9)

RE refers to reaction energies and ∆cOS is the
difference between the fit scaling parameter and
the present scaling parameter. In bold are vec-
tors whose elements correspond to specific reac-
tions in the test set. O2 is also fit by Equation 9
to fairly compare O2 and δ-O2 within the same
fitting procedure.

TABLE II. Self-consistently applying linear least
squares to fit the scaling parameter to the G2
test set in the cc-pVQZ basis set. Initial scal-
ing/regularization (cOS , δ) parameters for O2 and
δ-O2 are from the previous fitting and the ethene
dissociation curve, respectively. ∆cOS is the change
from its present value to become fit and ∆RMS
is the predicted root mean squares (RMS) reduc-
tion from employing ∆cOS . Convergence is reached
when ∆RMS<10−2. RMS is in kcal/mol.

G2 (cOS , δ) RMS ∆cOS ∆RMS

Iteration 0
(1.2, 0) 8.791 0.054 4.306

(1.6, 1.1 Eh) 6.309 0.004 0.016

Iteration 1
(1.254, 0) 4.488 0.0003 0.0003

(1.604, 1.1 Eh) 6.293 0.0002 0.00003

After one iteration, the scaling parameter
converges to 1.604 for a fixed regularization pa-
rameter of 1.1 Eh, as demonstrated in Table
II. Although generating a root mean square
deviation from reference values (RMS) smaller
than that of the previous fit, fit δ-O2 gener-
ates an RMS about three-halves larger than the
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O2 fit using the same protocol. This result
is consistent with the claim made in Section
A when choosing the regularization parameter:
the regularization parameter constrains the re-
action energy space, making it more difficult
for the scaling parameter to undo the quantita-
tive harm done by the regularization parameter
on reactions which do not require it. In other
words, while regularization stabilizes the second
order correction against the presence of small
gaps, it degrades the performance of the modi-
fied O2 method for predicting thermochemistry.
To further illustrate the tradeoff, note that if we
were to choose δ = 2.1Eh, the resulting RMS er-
ror in the best fit to the G2 set yields an RMS
error of 8.0 kcal/mol, up from 6.3 kcal/mol for
δ = 1.1Eh.

C. Applying fit O2 and δ-O2 to 3dMLBE20,
DBH24, RSE43 and W4-11 test sets

O2 and δ-O2 as parameterized in the pre-
vious section are applied to thermochemistry
test sets and results are summarized in Ta-
ble III. Being fit to G2, the scaling param-
eter transfers well to the other thermochem-
istry test sets. Upon application of the fitting
procedure to scaling/regularization parameters
of (1.254, 0) and (1.604, 1.1 Eh) within each
test set, only reductions in RMS less than one
kcal/mol are predicted except for 3dMLBE20,
O2: 2.35 kcal/mol, which has the largest RMS
values among test sets studied. We can make
statements about RMS differences between O2
and δ-O2, knowing that a different qualitative
conclusion would not be reached if a more thor-
ough and accurate fitting procedure is employed
for the scaling parameter.

The 3dMLBE20 and DBH24 test sets have
RMS values for O2 that are larger than that of
δ-O2, which is predicted to remain larger if the
methods are fit within the respective test set for
only DBH24 . For the other six test sets, the
regularization parameter is unnecessary and its
detrimental effects in describing reaction ener-
gies cannot be undone by the scaling parameter
to achieve O2 RMSs. Regularized O2 RMSs are

TABLE III. Statistics of test sets for fit O2 (1.254,
0) and δ-O2 (1.604, 1.1 Eh) in the cc-pVQZ basis
set, except for 3dMLBE20: cc-pVTZ. ME stands
for mean error; MAE, mean absolute error; RMS,
root mean square. For ME, positive values equate
to absolute reaction energies greater than that of
the reference. ∆cOS is the change from its present
value to become optimal for the specific test set
and method. ∆RMS is the predicted RMS reduc-
tion from employing ∆cOS . Values are in kcal/mol
except ∆cOS , which is unit-less.

ME MAE RMS ∆cOS ∆RMS

G2
O2 -0.17 3.24 4.49 0.00 0.00

δ-O2 -1.08 4.58 6.29 0.00 0.00

3dMLBE20
O2 3.03 9.66 12.03 -0.11 2.35

δ-O2 -0.44 8.52 10.27 0.01 0.01

DBH24
O2 -0.91 5.24 7.09 -0.03 0.01

δ-O2 2.16 5.80 6.89 0.47 0.81

RSE43
O2 -0.40 0.75 1.36 0.15 0.08

δ-O2 -0.80 1.12 1.57 0.47 0.23

BDE99
O2 0.69 2.19 2.85 -0.04 0.53

δ-O2 0.10 2.61 3.48 0.01 0.01

HAT707
O2 0.83 3.88 4.85 -0.09 0.61

δ-O2 2.44 5.23 6.63 0.05 0.07

ISOM20
O2 0.82 1.43 1.72 -0.13 0.36

δ-O2 1.70 1.99 2.72 0.26 0.27

SN13
O2 -0.55 0.56 0.66 0.04 0.25

δ-O2 0.79 0.82 0.93 -0.07 0.40

TAE140
O2 1.50 3.17 4.59 -0.02 0.46

δ-O2 -0.44 4.37 6.56 0.00 0.00

within a factor of 1.6 from O2 RMSs as shown
in Figure 2. It is noteworthy that the addition
of 1.1 Hartrees to the exponent of EOS to cor-
rect for first derivative discontinuities worsens
RMSs relative to O2 by a factor less than 1.6.

O2 RMSs for 3dMLBE20 (12.03 kcal/mol)
and DBH24 (6.89 kcal/mol) are the largest
among the test sets and benefit from the reg-
ularization parameter the most. Molecules in
3dMLBE20 are large and the sheer number
of electrons highlights imbalances between re-
stricted and unrestricted solutions, as evidenced
in Section A with ethane requiring a larger
minimum regularization parameter to generate
a smooth bond dissociation curve compared
to that of the hydrogen molecule. However,
this imbalance can be quantitatively better ad-
dressed by altering the scaling parameter with
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FIG. 2. Relative root mean square (RMS) between fit O2 (1.254, 0) and δ-O2 (1.604, 1.1 Eh) for test sets.
RMS(δ-O2) is less than RMS(O2) for the 3dMLBE20 and DBH24 test sets.

no regularization parameter, as shown in the
rightmost column in Table III. The DBH24 test
set has a lower RMS for δ-O2 because it is com-
posed of molecules with stretched bonds, the
class of molecules for which δ-O2 is developed
to provide an improved physical description. As
a result, the regularization parameter is quanti-
tatively beneficial. When the scaling parameter
is fit within the test set, the RMS advantage of
δ-O2 over that of O2 increases from 0.20 to 1.00
kcal/mol.

V. CONCLUSION

The purpose of δ-O2 is to qualitatively de-
scribe bond stretching while maintaining O2 ac-
curacy. O2 is susceptible to first derivative dis-
continuities, shown by employing a newly devel-
oped stability analysis procedure34. The qual-
itative inaccuracy is resolved by implementing
regularized O2: O2 with a regularization pa-
rameter added to the denominator of its second
order term. Its simplicity retains the fourth or-
der scaling that makes O2 such an attractive
electronic structure method. A more compre-
hensive method has been proposed for OOMP2
which weights individual second order energy
terms according to orbital energy differences48,
however if implemented for O2 its fourth order
scaling would be lost.

The semi-empirical regularization parameter
for δ-O2 is determined from qualitatively de-

scribing hydrogen, ethane and ethene bond
stretching energetics and the empirical scal-
ing parameter from fitting alongside the cho-
sen regularization parameter to the G2 test set.
Upon application to thermochemistry test sets:
3dMLBE20, DBH24, RSE43 and W4-11, reg-
ularized O2 is shown to be robust. Not only
are first derivative discontinuities resolved, but
regularized O2 maintains accurate O2 RMSs for
RSE43 and W4-11 test sets to within a factor of
1.6 and improves upon O2 RMSs for 3dMLBE20
and DBH24.

We saw that a tradeoff emerged between
larger regularization parameters (which pro-
vide improved stability against small gaps, and
proper Coulson-Fischer points for larger classes
of problems) versus smaller parameters which
on the whole promote higher accuracy for the
δ-O2 method across most test sets. Our rec-
ommended choice, (cos = 1.604, δ = 1.1Eh),
is a balance that yields a δ-O2 method that
can be applied to wider classes of problems
than the parent O2 method itself, while yield-
ing nearly comparable accuracy for chemical en-
ergy differences. This work should also have
interesting implications for the future develop-
ment of orbital optimized double hybrid density
functionals27.
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